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Okay everyone, it’s that
time of year again when
we have our yearly Elections & Pot Luck Dinner.
You certainly don’t want to miss it.
Have a Happy Summer Everyone!

Bubble Eye Goldfish
www.aquaticcommunity.com/
goldfish/bubbleeye.php

Most people love or
shun the Bubble Eye Goldfish,
due to its very strange an unnatural appearance. The Bubble
Eye Goldfish has huge, fluidfilled sacks under its eyes and
unlike many other goldfish variants the eyes point upwards.
You need to keep your Bubble
Eye Goldfish in an aquarium
without any sharp objects or
even pointy plants. The bubbles can burst easily, but if a
bubble is hurt it will usually
grow back but it can take some
time. In most cases, the shape
and size of the new bubble will
be different from the original
bubble so the two bubbles will
not match anymore. This is a
big setback if you want to compete with your Bubble Eye
Goldfish and bring it to shows,
but it is not a problem for the
fish. The Bubble Eye Goldfish
was developed in China and is
most likely a mutant originating from a Telescope Goldfish
or a Celestial Goldfish.

many other goldfish types. Colour variations include red, blue,
chocolate, calico, black, red/
white and red/black. Just like
with many other goldfish varieties, the black colour is not a stable colour in Bubble Eye Goldfish. The anal, ventral and pectoral fins are paired and the
back should be without any
hump. In China, the Bubble Eye
Goldfish is bred with and without dorsal fin, but the Goldfish
Society of America (GFSA) disqualifies Bubble Eye Goldfish
with a dorsal fin from shows.
Even the slightest sign of a dorsal fin is enough for disqualification, and the GFSA standard is
upheld in most western countries.

“Bubble Eye” safe by covering
them with fine netting or
aquarium sponge. Since the
Bubble Eye Goldfish is not a
very strenuous swimmer, it
will often be swept away by the
current and find it self very
close to the intake tubes. When
a Bubble Eye Goldfish becomes
elderly or suffer from illness, it
will slow down even more and
often just float around in the
aquarium without being able to
struggle against the current.

Like all the other goldfish variants, the Bubble Eye
Goldfish will happily eat anything you give it. The problem
is to make your Bubble Eye
Goldfish find the food. Its eye
sight is really poor and it is also
You need to house your a very slow fish.
Bubble Eye Goldfish in an
cont’d on page 9
aquarium without any sharp
objects. A lot of common aquarium decorations and aquarium
plants are unsuitable
since they can burst the
bubbles if the fish swim
into them. Check all
plants, plastic as well as
natural ones, and make
sure they have no sharp
The body of the Bubble edges or pointy areas.
Eye Goldfish is egg-shaped and You can make the inrelatively slim compared to take tubes of the filter
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President’s Message
Happy Father’s Day Weekend to one and all.
First of all I would like to say that Annette and I had a great time at the CAOAC
convention put on by Brantford Aquaria Society on the May 24th weekend, they had a
great line up of guest speakers and lots of info was gathered by all those in attendance.
We spent some time with a lot of the people in the hobby who made this hobby of ours so
interesting.
Steve Gregson is on the mend and now is walking around with a cane. Soon Lorraine will have him back to
doing the Honey Do List. Steve take your time and don’t let on your healing as well as you are. ;0)
Jerry Draper and Barb Ireland got engaged at the convention so best wishes are sent to the happy couple. All the best with your future plans.
Last month’s guest speaker was Klaus Steinhaus doing a talk about Tropheus. These are one of
Klaus’s favourites and he will always brag about his babies. I hope everybody enjoyed his presentation.
There is no Jar Show this month as this will be our elections and awards night. We will have our annual Pot Luck supper as we close the year.( please keep in mind about the allergies) Thanks for a great year
and hopefully next year will be better. Plans are under way and some speakers have been tentatively booked.
Confirmation are underway as we speak.
As always we will have the auction. Please bring out your extra fish and plants for the auction. Who
knows you may pick up a bargain or two.
Take the time to enjoy the great summer ahead,

Ron Bishop
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its main
objective is to promote interest in breeding and
raising tropical fish and also to provide a means
through which hobbyists may exchange ideas,
gain information and display their fish, sharing
them in the public in the London Area.
Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication may be reprinted provided full credit is
given to the Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of the published bulletin or
magazine in which the article appears, is to be
mailed to:

Please Support
Southwestern Pet Centre
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location Dundas &
Saskatoon)
London, Ontario
They support us!!!

London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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Placodermi
cont’d from last month
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Placodermi

Ecology and lifestyles:Many placoderms, particularly the Rhenanida, Petalichthyida, Phyllolepida, and Antiarchi, were bottom-dwellers. In particular, the antiarchs, with their highly modified, jointed bony pectoral fins,
were highly successful inhabitants of Middle-Late Devonian freshwater and
shallow marine habitats, with the Late Devonian genus, Bothriolepis,
known from over 100 valid species. The vast majority of placoderms were
predators, many of which lived at or near the substrate. Many, primarily the
Arthrodira, were active, pelagic predators that dwelled in the middle to upPhyllolepis
per portions of the water column. The largest known arthrodire, Dunkleosteus telleri, was 8–11 m (26–36 ft) long, and is presumed to have had a nearly worldwide distribution, as its
remains have been found in Europe, North America and Morocco. In fact, it is regarded as the world's first
vertebrate "super-predator". Other, smaller arthrodires, such
as Fallacosteus and Rolfosteus of Gogo, had streamlined,
bullet-shaped head armor, strongly supporting the idea that
many, if not most, arthrodires were active swimmers, rather
than passive ambush-hunters whose armor practically anchored them to the sea floor. Some placoderms were herbivorous, such as the Middle to Late Devonian arthrodire Holonema, and some were planktivores, such as the gigantic, 7–8 m (23–26 ft) long arthrodire, Titanichthys.
PET PARADISE
Extraordinary evidence of internal fertilisation
in a placoderm was afforded by the discovery in the
Gogo Formation, near Fitzroy Crossing, Kimberley,
Western Australia, of a small female placoderm,
about 25 cm (10 in) in length, which died in the process of giving birth to a 6 cm (2 1⁄2 in) live young one
and was fossilised with the umbilical cord intact. The
fossil, named Materpiscis attenboroughi (after scientist David Attenborough), had eggs which were fertilised internally, the mother providing nourishment to
the embryo and giving birth to live young. With this
discovery, the placoderm became the oldest vertebrate known to have given birth to live young
("viviparous"), pushing the date of first viviparity
back some 200 million years earlier than had been
previously known. The arthrodire Incisoscutum
ritchei, also from the Gogo Formation, have been
found with embryos inside them indicating this group
also had live bearing ability.

SUPERSTORE
Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995
LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF PUPPIES,
KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH, AND SMALL ANIMALS
Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
Pets Always Welcome!
RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND
SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT
YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP CARD.
Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……….9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
Saturday..…….9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
Sunday……...11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.

519-432-1600
1080 Adelaide St. North

cont’d on page 5 London, Ontario
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Placodermi
cont’d from page 4

The males reproduced by inserting a long clasper that was fused to part of the pelvic girdle, the basipterygium.
Long basipterygia are also found on the phyllolepid placoderms, such as Austrophyllolepis and Cowralepis,
both from the Middle Devonian of Australia, suggesting that the basiptergia were used in copulation.
It was thought that placoderms went extinct due to competition from the first bony fish, and the early
sharks, given a combination of the supposed inherent superiority of bony fish, and the presumed sluggishness
of placoderms. But after more accurate summaries of prehistoric organisms, it is now thought that the last
placoderms died out one by one as each of their ecological communities suffered the environmental catastrophes of the Devonian/Carboniferous extinction event.
History of study: The earliest studies of placoderms were published by Louis Agassiz, in his five volumes on
fossil fishes, 1833–1843. In those days, the placoderms were thought to be shelled jawless fish akin to ostracoderms. Some naturalists even suggested that they were shelled invertebrates, or even turtle-like vertebrates.
The work of Dr. Erik Stensiö, at the Swedish Museum of Natural History, Stockholm, from the late 1920s established the details of placoderm anatomy, and identified them as true jawed fishes related to sharks. He took
fossil specimens with well-preserved skulls, and ground them away, one tenth of a millimeter at a time. Between each grinding, he made an imprint in wax. Once the specimens had been completely ground away (and
so completely destroyed), he made enlarged, three dimensional models of the skulls in order to examine the
anatomical details more thoroughly. Many other placoderm specialists suspected that Stensiö was trying to
shoehorn placoderms into a relationship with sharks, but with more fossil specimens found, the theory of placoderms being the sister-group of chondrichthyians became accepted as fact. However, with the discovery and
examination of the exquisitely preserved Gogo reef placoderm fossils, it became apparent that the placoderms
shared anatomical features not only with chondrichthyians, but with other gnathostome groups, as well. For
example, Gogo placoderms show separate bone for the nasal capsules which are incorporated into the braincase of both sharks and bony fish.[8][9] Because of these new insights provided by the Gogo Reef specimens,
coupled with the fact that placoderms also share anatomical features only with the jawless Osteostracans, the
theory that placoderms are the sister group of chondrichthyians has been replaced in favor of the theory that
placoderms are a group of stem gnathostomes,
in other words, they are the sister group of all
other known gnathostomes.

166 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

PHONE (519) 756-6225

FAX (519) 756-5140

www.tropicalfishroom.ca

Quality Tropical Fish & Supplies!
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Poll's Tropheus Wimpel
cont’d from last month
Water Region: Top, Middle, Bottom: These fish will swim in all
areas of the aquarium.
Acceptable Water Conditions: Hardness: 8 - 22 dH
Ph: 7.3 - 9.2
Temp: 76 - 82° F (24 - 28° C)
Lake Tanganyika is the second to largest lake in the world,
thus contributing to a low fluctuation in Ph and temperature. Several things all Lake Tanganyika cichlids need are:
1. Stable temperatures kept within acceptable limits.
2. Lots of oxygen to survive. Lake Tanganyika is a very oxygen rich lake. Bubblers need to be going day
and night, even if there are plants.
3. Avoid overfeeding and overstocking.
4. Do a 10-15% water change weekly.
5. Regularly check nitrates (no more than 25 ppm), Ph (less than 7 is not tolerated), total hardness and carbonate hardness.
Social Behaviors: The Poll's Tropheus is an aggressive cichlid. This fish does not always "play will with
others" and is best kept in a species specific tank. They need to be kept in groups (community) of at least 12
or more, with one or two males in the group. Many females are needed to spread the aggression of the male.
Do not add a new fish to an already established colony as this will cause an upset and death.
They may also be kept in a larger aquarium with other herbivorous rock dwelling African cichlids, some Sardine Cichlids Cyprichromis leptosoma which are known to have a calming affect on aggressive cichlids, and
Upside-Down Catfish Synodontis species. Do not keep with slow moving fish or carnivores. Tropheus are
voracious eaters and will eat anything that enters the tank. They will rarely let food get to the bottom. Providing more food and in an attempt to feed the non-tropheus tank mates can cause them to overeat and can lead
to bloat. The larger the tank and the more hiding places you have (except when breeding), will help with aggression. If breeding them do not house with plecostomus as these fish will eat the fry at night.
Sexual Differences: The sex of the Poll's Tropheus is bit difficult to determine. Males have a more forked
caudal fin than the females..
Breeding/Reproduction: The Poll's
Tropheus has been bred in captivity. Get a
group of 12 to 20 juveniles for a 90 gallon
tank and a harem should form. Do not add
new individuals to an existing colony. A
large numbers of females is needed for the
best success. This keeps the aggression of
the males divided and you are less likely to
lose females. Females can be hard to bring
into breeding condition. The male will always be ready to spawn and are constantly
trying to coax the females to spawn whether
they are ready or not.
cont’d on page 7
London Aquaria Society

11 Frank Street
Strathroy, Ont.
N7G 2R2

519-245-0721

Hours of Operation
Monday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.

Saturday
10:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m

Sunday:
Closed
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Poll's Tropheus Wimpel
cont’d from page 6
The dominant male of the group will court a female and they will shimmy and circle one another. The
female takes fertilized eggs into her mouth. She will carry them in her mouth, and when release will be
healthy, large fry ready to feed. They can be fed crushed flake since they are pretty big when they are born.
New moms tend to not be so successful with their first broods, so expect to lose the first sets of fry. The fry
are 1/2" (1.27 cm) when they are born, making them easy to feed. With in a week they are already scrapping
with each other.
The adults in the community leave the fry alone if there are plenty of places to hide, but if you have
other types of fish in the tank you may choose to remove the fry. They will breed about once a month. Breeding a wild caught specimen with captive bred fish helps to keep the lines healthier. See more information on
breeding cichlids in Breeding Freshwater Fish.
Availability: The Poll's Tropheus is only sometimes available online or in fish stores. It may be possible to
special order them if you are willing to wait. Make sure you examine them for spinal defects before purchase.
Author: Clarice Brough, CFS8
POLLUTION
London Aquaria Society, November, 1970
Submitted by: Annette & Ron Bishop, London Aquaria Society, June, 2011
Introduction: Perhaps in some far of European school, a solemn Geography teacher points to a
world map and exclaims, “And the Great Lakes System is the largest freshwater body in the
world.” But, to a Canadian or American, it’s a far different picture; one of slimy green water,
dead fish, floating detergent suds and the stench of dead water. Not a very pretty picture but
nevertheless, true! The wealth and beauty of the Great Lakes is slowly giving way, under the ignorance of men’s folly.
Here we will take a look at how, why and what pollution has occurred by concentrating on
the worst case to date—that of Lake Erie. Although each of the lakes is to some degree polluted,
because of it’s position at the receiving end of the other three and its shallow nature, Lake Erie
is by far the best example of pollution.
How & Why Pollution Occurs: Before we look at how pollution develops, we must look at the
normal growth of a lake. Lake Erie arose, like the other Great Lakes,
from the fillings of glacial flows by the melt water of the glacial ice.
Over a period of thousands of years, the lake matured with the growth
of plant life which subsequently died, decayed and formed soil. The
shoreline then gradually recedes with soil build-up at its margin, until
marshland and finally dry land covers the remains of the lake.
In the case of Lake Erie, this will take thousands upon thousands of years, or should I say, would have, had man not interfered.
Erie remained relatively unchanged for over 7,000 years and yet in
only the last 40 years has a marked change been noticed.
cont’d on page 8
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Best In Show
Name

Fish Name

Month

Liz Schnare

May

White Crayfish

Liz Schnare

May

Albino African Clawed Frogs

Name

Gift Certificate Sponsor
Moore Water Gardens
Pets 'n Ponds

Fish Name

Month

Ribbon

Liz Schnare

May

open

White Crayfish

Red

Liz Schnare

May

pairs

Albino African Clawed Frogs

Red

Annette & Ron Bishop

May

pairs

Tequila Splitfin (Zoogonetius tequila)

Blue

Annette & Ron Bishop

May

pairs

Leopard Bushfish (Ctenpoma acutirostre)

Annette & Ron Bishop

May

pairs

Brachyrhaphis roseni 'Bishop Roseni'

Liz Schnare

May

pairs

Guppys

Bob Steele

January

Guppys/Swordtails Wild Guppy, male (Poecilia reticulata)

Bob Steele

January

Guppys/Swordtails Wild Guppy, male (Poecilia reticulata)

Bob Steele

January

Guppys/Swordtails Painted Swordtail, female (Xiphophorus helleri)

White

POLLUTION

cont’d from page 7

Bob Steele
January months,
Guppys/Swordtails
Redbasin
Swordtail,
male Erie
(Xiphophorus
helleri)
During the summer
the western
of Lake
contains
a mass of algae that

sometimes
covers 800
square
miles and has aRed
thickness
two
feet. The helleri)
variety of floating and
Bob
Steele
January
Guppys/Swordtails
Swordtail, of
male
(Xiphophorus
rotting waste is a constant reminder that man can indeed kill a lake. Much of the pollution

Dorothy
January
Guppys/Swordtails
Greenalong
Swordtail,
female (Xiphophorus
helleri)shores on the
comesReimer
from the larger
industrial
cities near and
its southern
and western
American
side andJanuary
from the Guppys/Swordtails
rivers draining into
it onGuppy,
the Canadian
side.reticulata)
Detroit and Windsor,
Pamela
Lougheed
Fancytail
female (Poecilia

dumps in waste from automotive, chemical, paper and steel plants, as well as from its petroleum
January
Guppys/Swordtails Half-black/yellow Guppy, male (Poecilia reticulata)
refineries. Toledo adds waste from glass industries and more automotive, petroleum and steel
Pamela
Lougheed
High-fin
Grey Platty
(Xiphophorus
maculatus)
plants.
Cleveland January
also pours open
in acids, oils,
cyanides
and
phenols from
automotive, chemical and
steel
industries,
while
Erie,
Pennsylvania,
throws
in
pulp
and
paper
wastes.
Buffalo contributes
Bob Steele
January
open
Angel fish (Pterophyllum scalare)
pollution from flour mills and from chemical, portland cement and steel plants. Added to all this
Annette & Ron Bishop
November pairs
Butterfly Goodeid (Ameca splendens)
is the common refuse
of every urban centre—treated
and untreated human sewage—and fertilizers,
insecticides and
weed killers
runoff
water
from
the surrounding
farmlands.
Karl
Baumgarten
November
pairs in the The
Cardinal
Brachy
(Brachyrhaphis
roseni)
Nancy Egelton

To get
Karl Baumgarten

back November
to its normal
microscopic
plants,
algae
grew and reproduced by using
pairs growth,Goldbelly
Topminnow
(Girardinus
falcatus)
hydrogen from water nitrogen and phosphorus from dissolved nitrate and phosphate salts and
Karl Baumgarten
November pairs
Melanochromis maingano
carbon from the air. This is how algae survived. In turn, microscopic animals eat the algae and
Bob
Steele
November
pairs
Red their
Marble organic
Bristle-nosed
Pleco (Ancistrus
then
fish feed on them.
After
the fish die,
substances
aresp.)
attacked by the bacteria
of
decay,
turning
the
carbon,
nitrogen
and
phosphorus
to
Bob Steele
November pairs
Bettas (Betta splendens)
inorganic forms-carbon dioxide, nitrate and phosphate that
Bob Steele
November pairs
Boesemani Rainbowfish (Melanotaenia boesemani)
can support the growth
of fresh algae and
thus complete the
cycle.
this way,
the algaeBrown
is kept
in check
by(Ancistrus
a
Bob
Steele Normally inNovember
pairs
Bristle-nosed
Pleco
sp.)
limited
amount
of
leached
nutrient
salts
and
animals
feeding
Bob Steele
November pairs
Double-sword Guppy (Poecilia reticulata)
on it. A balance therefore occurs.
Bob Steele

November

pairs

Gold Gourami (Trichogaster trichopterus)

As early as 1000, a warning came in the fact that fish
William
Inverarity
November
Gold
Gourami (Trichogaster
trichopterus)
catches
declined each
year. pairs
In 1925 for
example,
25 million
pounds
of cisco were
caught
as compared
to one
thousand
Nancy
Egelton
November
pairs
Black/Purple
Guppy
(Poecilia reticulata)
pounds in 1965. It became apparent that the more valuable
fish, such as sturgeon, whitefish, cisco, northern pike, walleye and blue pike were being replaced by such “rough” fish
as Name
sheeps head, catfish,
Monthsmelt and carp.
Plant Name
James Kelly
London Aquaria Society

March

open

Java Fern 'Windelov' (Microsorium pteropus 'Windelov')

Ribbon
Red
Page 8

POLLUTION
cont’d from page 8
This was attributed to lack of oxygen. The oxygen level of lake water is a sensitive part of
pollution. Raw, untreated sewage contributes a large amount of organic matter to the water.
The organic wastes are broken down by bacteria of decay, a process that consumes oxygen. The
more organic matter in the lake, the greater the amount of oxygen needed to convert it into inorganic salts. This biological oxygen demand (BOD) is a useful measure of the organic pollution in
the water. Oxygen enters the water from the air and is also produced by the photosynthetic activity of algae. But only a limited amount of oxygen can be dissolved in a given volume of water.
If the water contains enough organic matter to generate a large BOD, oxygen will be used u p so
fast that the oxygen content of the water, will fall below the saturation level.

Bubble Eye Goldfish
cont’d from front page

If you keep your Bubble Eye Goldfish in the same aquarium as fast fishes with normal eye sight they will eat
all the food before the Bubble Eye Goldfish even notice that it is there. Suitable companions are therefore other slow fishes with equally poor eye sight, such as Telescope Goldfish and Celestial Goldfish. You can also
keep several Bubble Eye Goldfish together. Your Bubble Eye Goldfish will probably have a hard time finding
tiny food, like bloodworms. Large and slowly sinking pellets are therefore a better suggestion. You can also
help your Bubble Eye Goldfish by placing the food at the same spot every time. When you feed your Bubble
Eye Goldfish vegetables, such as lettuce and cucumber, you can attach them with a food clip. A food cone can
also work well for many types of food. An even better solution is to teach your Bubble Eye Goldfish to accept
food from your hand. This way, you will be able to really make sure that it gets enough food and you can also
prevent other fish from snatching food from the Bubble Eye Goldfish.
Bitterling
www.petcaregt.com/fishcare/freshwaterfishbreeds/
bitterling.html

COMMON NAME: Bitterling
SCIENTIFIC NAME: Rhodeus amarus.
SYNONYM: Rhodeus sericeus.
DESIGNATION: Coldwater.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION: Europe, with the following notable exceptions: Spain, Portugal, southern France, Italy, northern Finland, Sweden, Ireland, Scotland, Wales and the Balkans.
Introduced into some parts of England.
SIZE: Around 9 cm (c. 3.5 in).
WATER PREFERENCES: Not critical, but prolonged tropical temperatures must be avoided.
DIET: All foods, particularly live foods, but also eat vegetation in the wild.
cont’d on page 10
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Bitterling
cont’d from page 9

BREEDING: Bitterling require the presence of a
freshwater mussel for spawning purposes. Eggs are deposited within the inhalant siphon of the mussel by
means of an extended ovipositor (egg-laying tube). The
male then releases sperm around the same opening and
these are taken in by the mussel in its incoming water
current. The eggs are, therefore, fertilized inside the
mussel where they remain until they hatch two or three
weeks later. Chances of spawning success are improved
if the pair is subjected to a period of cool temperatures,
i.e. around 10°C (50°F).
DESCRIPTION: Although Bitterlings have been well-known among European aquarists for many
years, doubts still appear to remain concerning their correct scientific name. The name R.amarus is
sometimes used while others use R. services. Still others use R. sericeus amarus or R. amarussericeus.
According to Wheeler, the current valid name is R.amarus (though he himself used R. sericeus in an earlier publication) and R. amarus sericeus should be reserved for a separate population
of Bitterlings, the sub-species found in northern China.
Bitterling Information
The bitterling fish are ideal for outdoor pond breeding. They are small sized cold water fish.
They have a violet tinge in their body. The fish has a horizontal blue green colored stripe that
runs from below the dorsal fin to the caudal fin. The first whiff the pelvic fins are white and
the shade of the yes and the fins are red. The fish has a deep bream like body that appears
some what similar to the tropical bards species, in spite of fish having no barbells.
One of the main reasons the fish being so popular among aquarium owners is that because
of its method of reproduction.
The fish is an omnivore and you must set a diet chart for the fish accordingly. You may give
your fish with small live food items, flakes, pellets and vegetable extracts. The food items like
the algae, tablets and lettuce would also make ideal diet for your pet fish.
You are required to prepare the aquarium properly for the survival of the fish. The water of
the tank should be slightly alkaline. The ideal temperature range should be 55 degree to 72 degree F.
The fish is otherwise quite hardy in nature and can
adapt to variable changes in the aquarium.
The method of breeding of the fish is quite unique.
During the breeding season the female fish forms a ovipositor where the eggs are kept. During the time of fertilization the female fish lays the eggs on the mouth of the
Mussel. The sperms of the male fish fertilize the eggs in
the mussel.
London Aquaria Society
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The Cherry Barb
By: Paul Starling, London Aquaria Society, September 1972
Submitted by: Annette & Ron Bishop, London Aquaria Society, June
2011.

The Cherry Barb, Puntius titteys, is a small, red to wine
coloured fish which is fairly easy to breed. Reaching an adult
size of 1 1/2—1 3/4 inches (3.8-4.5 cm.). The Cherry Barb is shy
and likes to have a hiding place until it is accustomed to it’s surroundings. I placed my pair in a 6
1/2 gallon tank with a box filter and no gravel. Marbles were placed on the tank bottom and a
plastic scouring pad, pulled and stretched apart, was set on top of the marbles. This would prevent
the parents from eating their eggs.
After feeding the adults on frozen brine shrimp and beefheart preparation, signs of spawning
appeared. The female filled with eggs while the male’s red colouring intensified to a wine colour.
To help induce spawning, I changed some of the water and raised the temperature from
75*F., to 80 *F. Each day I checked for eggs in the plastic mesh or on the marbles but none were to
be seen. Where had I gone wrong?
About two weeks later as I was observing the breeding signs reappear in my pair, I was looking around the tank for signs of eggs when I noticed two baby Cherry Barbs swimming just above
the plastic mesh. They were already identical in appearance to their parents and a fair size too.
They must have survived on little pieces of uneaten food in the tank.
So they had spawned after all! Out came the babies and a portion of the water and in went
fresh water. After two days, I removed both parents and exchanged an airstone for the box filter.
Following another two days I observed about forty newly hatched Cherry Barbs starting to swim. I
removed the plastic mesh and marbles. Next day I started feeding them with baby brine shrimp.
They quickly grew and soon accepted frozen brine shrimp and beef heart.
So, the trick was to get the parents out quickly after spawning and the mistake was in looking for
the eggs—–their hard to see.

October

open

open Cichlids—substrate spawning (Angels, Kribs, Rams, etc.)

November

open

open Cyprinids (Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds, etc.)

Family
Pairs

December

open

open No jar show due to Christmas Party.

January

open

open Guppies (Fancy, Trinadadian, etc.), Swordtails

February

open

open Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise Fish,

March

open

open Mollies, Platies

April

open

open Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars, etc.)

Family

May

open

open Cichlids -mouthbrooding (Guentheri, Aulonacara, etc.)

Pairs

June

none

none Due to awards night
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Paradise Fish
www.aboutfishonline.com/articles/paradisefish.html
Despite that paradise fish (Macropodus opercularis) were
one of the first fish to be kept by aquarists they aren't as commonly found in home aquariums as other fish species.
This may be because you don't commonly see them for
sale in mainstream pet stores. This may also be because paradise fish don't make good fish for community tanks and you
certainly cannot keep two male paradise fish together or they will fight.
However, these same characteristics didn't stop bettas from becoming very popular aquarium fish.
In fact, paradise fish are very similar to bettas. Like bettas, paradise fish belong to the family Belontidae and they also possess a labyrinth organ. This organ is located near their gills and allows the fish to
breathe atmospheric oxygen.
All labyrinth fish need to obtain oxygen from the water via their gills and oxygen from the atmosphere via the labyrinth organ. If they are unable to obtain oxygen from both sources they won't survive.
Paradise fish are from Asia and in their natural environment often live in muddy, low oxygenated
water. As in the betta, the labyrinth organ evolved so that the fish could survive in water with low oxygen.
The temperament of paradise fish is even more aggressive than that of betta splendens. Paradise fish
not only fight one another, but they often attack smaller fish species too. It is okay to keep more than one
female paradise fish together in your tank.
As you can see in the above photo, female paradise fish (on the left) are not as colorful as the males
and their fins are much smaller.
Paradise fish are omnivores, eating both plant and animal based foods. They will readily eat flakes,
freeze-dried, frozen, and live foods. They best temperature for them is about 70-75°F (21-24°C). They can
survive cooler temperatures but usually won't spawn.
In general, Paradise Fish are easy to spawn. For spawning, it is best to place a divider in your
aquarium so that the male and female paradise fish can see one another, but can't make contact. Unless the
female is filled with eggs and ready to spawn the male may kill her.
Paradise fish are bubblenest builders. The male will build a bubblenest at the top of the aquarium. It
is best to have floating plants in the tank. You should have a minimum of water agitation. Some aquarists
turn off the filter when attempting to spawn their
paradise fish so that the water won't be agitated.
Once the female is ready to spawn (you
should be able to tell by her swollen abdomen that
is filled with eggs) remove the aquarium divider.
Make sure you have plenty of plants in the tank
and places for her to hide from the male.
The male will try to get her underneath the
bubblenest where they will spawn. The male and
female will embrace under the bubblenest releasing
eggs and sperm.

London Aquaria Society
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FOR SALE
I have 6 aquariums for sale a 75,100,110,125,130 and 135 gallon. Each tank comes with a sponge
filter and lid, price $1.00 per gallon.
Thank you, Chris McGyver

By: Joe Zdzinnicki, TropiQuarium, July 2004, Motor City Aquarium Society
Submitted by: Annette & Ron Bishop, London Aquaria Society, June 2011

Some time in the 70‟s, I learned abut a new product in pet shops,
instant plants! I think that they sold for around 20 cents each and you
just drop them in your aquarium and in several weeks, instant plants.
Now, several weeks isn‟t very instant, but these were great for
adding interesting plants to any aquarium. Back then, there were very
few books on plants and a very poor selection of plants. Most pet
shops carried some live plants, Anacharis was the most common. Other plants seen often
were Cabomba and Fox Tail. These two plants were best bought fresh because they would
soon begin to shed their leaves and make a real mess. Seen from time to time were Vals, especially Corkscrew Val, Banana Plants and Swords.
There were very few varieties of Swords, Amazon Swords and Melton Swords being the
most common. Then there was the pygmy Chain Sword which was almost impossible to find.
Most of these plants did poorly for most hobbyists like me. The only success I had was
with Anacharis and Corkscrew Val. These instant plants anybody could grow but they rarely
lasted a year. This was still better than most plants at the time.
Now we jump ahead thirty some years. Walmart sells a package with 5 or 6 dried
bulbs. It comes in two varieties, Dwarf Lily-Hybrid Ulcacens and hardy Aponogeton bulbs. I
have tried both and most of the bulbs will sprout and produce interesting Aponogeton plants,
but of course, you have no idea what species. As most of these, are hybrids identifying them
is impossible but it is an easy way to get some interesting plants. The looks of the plants;
produced by new bulbs, has changed over the years and the latest bulb I bought last year produced a “U” shaped flower stalk. In
by Pablo Tepoot,
one species of Aponogeton is shown to produce this distinctive flower stalk: Aponogeton
Madagascar.
Early in this article mentioned that the instant plants lasted less than a year. We would
throw the “dead” bulbs out and buy more. Now we know that Aponogetons will go through a
resting stage where they lose all their leaves and appear dead, but if you just leave them in
the tank, they will awaken and send up new leaves in a few months.
Who knew, in the „70‟s, good information on aquarium plants was hard to find. Now
we have many good books and the internet to help us grow our plants. There is an incredible
selection of aquarium plants available if you can find a pet shop that will order them. If you
find a pet shop that carries a good selection of plants, let me know and I will mention them in
another article or write your own article and send it to the Dragonlady. You can e-mail it or

send it by snail mail, or give it to me at a meeting or auction, or any other club event.
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SHOWS & SHOWING
By: William Dewhurst, M.D., from Tank Talk, August 1966 in Below The Waterline, London Aquaria Society
Submitted by: Annette & Ron Bishop, London Aquaria Society, June 2011

After an aquarist has gotten over the initial hurdles of the aquarium hobby, he often begins to think
about showing some of his own specimens. Often the idea first takes hold after he has seen an aquarium exhibit, whether this is a Society
table show or a major display. At this point he is likely to
bec ome quite self conscious about the quality of
what he might show and
this shyness may prevent him
from showing for a long
time, perhaps as long as he is a
hobbyist.
Another extreme is the hobbyist who at this
point brings out his halfgrown or undersized fishes and
then gives up in disgust
when awards do not come his
way. A few simple rules
about showing however, can be
of some value in helping
the new or potential exhibitor to
show more successfully.
Fist-and most importantis the fish itself. As a general rule the animals should be
mature, full grown. Unless the variety is a rare one,
pairs should always be exhibited. A pair matched for size
and development is best,
unless the variety exhibited has a
naturally large difference
in size between the sexes. Old fish that are “over the hill” will not receive the same approval as adults in or
near their prime, of course. Besides these general considerations, fish are graded on the basis of four major

Month

Plant

Fish Categories

September

open

open Loaches, Sucker and Catfish (e.g. Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos…)

October

open

open Cichlids-substrate spawning (Angels, Kribs, Rams, etc.)
- mouth-brooding (e.g. Guentheri, Aulonocara…)

Class
-

November open

open Cyprinids (Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras, White Clouds, etc.)

December

open

open No Jar Show due to Christmas Party.

-

January

open

open Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian, etc.)

-

February

open

open Anabantids (e.g. Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise Fish…)

-

March

open

open Mollies, Platies, Swordtails

-

April

open

open Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars, etc.)

May

open

open My Favourite Type Fish (any type of fish)

June

none

none Due to Awards Night.
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C.A.O.A.C. Events Calendar
June 26, 2011: (CAOAC Meeting / Presidents BBQ)
10:30 AM CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, ON
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, ON
September 25, 2011: London Aquaria Society Show & Auction
October 2, 2011: Hamilton & District Aquarium Society SHOW & AUCTION

SHOWS & SHOWING
cont’d from page 14

In major shows you will almost always exhibit a complete aquarium set up unless there is a special
Guppy or Betta display. Therefore, the overall appeal of your display into the subject of aqua-scaping, which
is worth an article itself, a few points are worthy of remembering. They are as follows.
1. The water should be clear. Therefore, it is wise to use a filter on the set up even if you ordinarily don’t.
Also, do not try to transport the planted aquarium and then fill it. Start from scratch at the show; put in well
washed sand; then plant and place the stones, etc.
2. Sand should not be dazzling white. The fish will not show well over it. If the fish have a lot of iridescent (reflected) colours, use a dark sand bottom.
3. Use enough sand to cover and hold down the roots of your plants. The front sand level should be right
flush with the top of the lower metal frame. It may be higher on the back and sides. It should come right up
to the stones and ceramics with no trench or depression around them.
4. Large stones should have plants or smaller stones set up in front of them to break up the effect of a large,
solid object.
5. In general, you will do better to steer clear of metal divers, ceramic mermaids, castles, etc. The more
natural the setup the better.
6. Present an aquarium design which could be set up in the house to last a long time. Thus, do not crowd
plants, etc.
7. Set the taller plants to the rear, the shorter ones to the front.
8,. Leave a sizeable area in the front for your fish to have clear swimming space where they can be easily
observed.
9. The larger center plant which may be your main plant exhibit, looks better if it’s a little off centre. Do
not have it so close to the front glass that it’s leaves press
against it.
10. If you use wood in the aquascaping, be sure that it has
been in water long enough so that all of it’s reaction has
taken place. Otherwise you may have serious water discolouration or even fouling.
11. Extremely timid fish should not have places to hide.
Ordinarily the show will not last long enough for them to
become secure enough to swim out freely.
12. Follow the rules of good aquarium management.
CONGRULATIONS TO OUR NEW JUDGES!
London Aquaria Society
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES WAREHOUSE
OUTLETS IS CANADA’S LEADING
RETAILER FOR THE
10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 20 TO 275 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

519-668-2752

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members
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